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IMAGE PROCESSING 
based Autonomous Search Engine using Flask and 

Beautiful Soup 
 

 
 
 

Abstract—The model proposed in this system is an advanced solution for Image Processing primarly based on Numpy and Flask where a user 

can manipulate whether his/her another profile is created on any social media website in the world. The model heavily uses We b Scrapping 

on Google Chrome Web Browser and matches the profile of target user with any profile in the world. The data thus obtained is parsed using 
Json file and returned to client where recent technology Flask retrieves it to display as the result. The time taken to perform the whole 

process can be further improved upto 2 seconds by using highly efficient web scrapping tools. However we do faced issue while  running our 
model on facebook.com because of latest GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) on May 25 , 2018. 

 
Keywords—Image Processing, Selenium Automation, Flask, GDPR,CLI. 

 

From the evolution of WWW, the scenario of internet user and data exchange is fastly changes. As common people join the internet and 

start to use it, lots of new techniques are promoted to boost up the network. At the same time, to enhance computers and network facility 

new technologies were introduces which results into automatically decreasing in cost of hardware and website ’s related costs. Due to all 

these changes, large number of users are joined and use the internet facilities. Daily use of internet cose in to a tremendous data is available 

on internet. Business, academician, researchers all are share their advertisements, information on internet so that they can be connected to 

people fastly and easily. As a result of exchange, share and store data on internet, a new problem is arise that how to handle such data 

overload and how the user will get or access the best information in least efforts. To solve this issues, researcher spotout new technique 

called Web Scraping. Web scraping is very imperative technique which is used to generate structured data on the basis of avai lable 

unstructured data on the web. Scaping generated structured data then stored in central database and analyze in spreadsheets. Traditional 

copy-and-paste, Text grapping and regular expression matching, HTTP programming, HTML parsing, DOM parsing, Webscraping 

software, Vertical aggregation platforms, Semantic annotation recognizing and Computer vision web-page analyzers are some of the 

common techniques used for data scraping. Previously most user uses the common copy-pest technique for gathering and analyzing data 

on the internet, but it is a tedious technique where lot of data copied by the user and store on computer files. As compared to this technique 

web scraping software is easiest scraping technique. Now a days, there are lots of software are available in the market for web scraping. 

Our paper is focused on the overview on the information extraction technique 

i.e. web scraping, different techniques of web scraping and some of the recent tools used for a web scraping.  

Keywords- Web mining, information extraction, web scraping 

  *****   

academicians gather data from different websites for their better 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the field of marketing, scientific or academic research data 

plays an important role. Researcher, market analyzer or 

improvement. Copping of data on the website to user local 

storage in forbidden by most of the website authority. So that the 

user want to manually coping the data from website to local 
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computer file storage. But such a task is very exhausting and 

time consuming. Due to such limitation web scraping 

techniques are introduces. By using web scraping techniques 

user can extract information available on multiple website into 

a single database or spreadsheets. So data can be easily visualize 

and analyse for further use. Web scraping technique is a sub- 

discipline of web mining technology. The main objective of this 

paper is to review on the different web scraping techniques and 

software which can be used to extract required information from 

web sites. 

Web Mining stays at the crossroads of Information Retrieval, 

Information Extraction and Data Mining. Both Information 

Retrieval and Information Extraction have important roles to 

trace and mine valuable information out of unstructured data, 

before it is suitable to be processed by data mining 

applications. Exploring better these techniques is extremely 

necessary to cope with the amount of available data in the 

Information Overload Era. Also, with the Web being 

increasingly oriented towards the importance of semantics and 

integration of information, these areas of study become very 

important to address the new future trends of the Web. 
 

Figure 1: web mining [3] 
 

Information Retrieval (IR) is a field of study 
concerned with the retrieval of documents from a 

collection of other documents (relevant and non-

relevant), usually based on key word searches. With 

the Internet expansion, Information Retrieval got a 

very special focus, as search engines became a 

dominant way to find information on the Web. 
Nowadays, because of 
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unstructured data. An extraction information system is usually 

aimed on entities or objects identification (people, places, 
companies, etc) and extraction rules. Videos, images, audio and 

text are some of the common example of unstructured data.. The 

first information extraction systems were mainly focused on 
text, and still nowadays this is the most explored type of data by 

the research community and commercial frameworks. The goal 

of IE is to identify useful parts out of raw data (unstructured 

data) and extract them to finally build more valuable 
information through semantic classification. The result may be 
suitable for other information processing tasks, such as IR  and 

Data Mining. Characteristically there is a difference between 
the goals of IR and IE, but in the actual world they should be 

seen as close complementary activities to improve their 

precision and accuracy[3]. 

It is important to highlight that the term extraction define that 
the information which user want is explicitly available . The 
need for this explanation is to differentiate between statistical 
data   mining   techniques  which   deduce   information  out of 
available data. However the information retrieval and 

information extraction can build knowledge from a given data 

set, it does not mean that they can be used alternatively. 

Actually, information extraction is a necessary pre-processing 

step to structure data before a statistical data mining algorithm 

can build knowledge (at this point still hidden) from it. To 

extract a useful and important data from a retrieved information 

different techniques are used. Among those techniques, in this 

paper we are focus on the web scraping techniques and discuss 

on the some of the tools which are available for web scraping 

[3]. 

II. OVERVIEW OF WEB SCRAPING 

Web Scraping is important technique used for extracting 

unstructured data from the websites and transforming that data 

into structured. Web Scraping is also identified as web data 

extraction, web data scraping, web harvesting or screen 

scraping. Web scraping is a form of data mining. The basicand 

important aim of the web scraping process is to mine 

information from a different and unstructured websites and 

transform it into an comprehensible structure like spreadsheets, 

database or a comma-separated values (CSV) file. Data like 

item pricing, stock pricing, different reports, market pricing and 

product details, can be gathered through web scraping. 

Extracting targeted information from websites contributions to 

take effective decisions in business process. 

Figure 2. Basic Architecture of Web Scraping 
 

As we know, scraping is a technique used to crop information 

from web pages based on script routines. Web pages are 

documents written in Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), 

and more recently XHTML which is based on XML. Web 

documents are represented by a tree structured called the 

Document Object Model, or simply the DOM tree and the goal 

of HTML is to specify the format of text displayed by Web 

browsers as shown in figure 3. 
 

Figure 3: Three different outlook of web document - The document on web, 

the HTML code and the Document Object Model [3] 

 
From the operation viewpoint, a web scraping look like 

manual copy and paste task. The difference here is that this job 
is done in a organized and automatic way, by a virtual computer 

agent. When an agent is following each link of a web page, it is 

actually performing the same operation that a human being 

would normally do when interacting with a web site. This agent 

can follow links (by issuing HTTP GET requests) and submit 

forms (through HTTP POST), browsing through many different 
web pages. While a computer would perform manual tasks at 

the speed of a computer instruction, a human would have to 

think, grab the mouse, point to the link and finally click on it. 
Now the benifit seems clear when a user has to click on several 
links before getting to the actual desired page. However, not 

surprisingly, the benefit of issuing requests at a script speed, 
also brings a problem. If one uses web scraping without a policy 

for limiting requests, the requested server may find that 
someone is trying a Denial-of-Service attack, due to the great 

amount of requests triggered in a short period of time [3]. 

Next step is, the parser follows user-specified paths inside the 

document to retrieve the desired information based on the data 

retrived in previous step. These paths are specified by CSS 

selectors or XPATHs. They use both relative and absolute paths 

(based on the DOM tree) to point the parser to a specific element 

inside a web document. Normally web 

their importance, search engines are the most representative 
name in Information Retrieval. 

Information Extraction (IE) is a sub-part of artificial 

World Wide 
Web sites 

Web 
Scraping 

Mechanism 

Structured 
data 

intelligence. IE mainly focus on to extract valuable data out of 
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scraping operations uses regular expressions to narrow or trim 

the located information, in order to retrieve data with an user- 

specified granular size. This process is illustrated in figure 
4[3].A web scraping agent gathering information from web 

pages - The dotted circle represents a web scraping agent 

traversing a DOM tree. The red lines are XPATHs to a desired 

element within the document. The agent reaches the hyperlink 

in web page 1 and proceeds to web page 2 until it finds the 
information enclosed by element p (paragraph). 

 

Figure 4: Last step of web scraping- Gathering information by scraping agent 

on the basis of DOM tree and XPATH [3]. 
 

III. WEB SCRAPER USES 

 

Web Scrapers are also being used by Online Marketers to pull 

data privately from the competitor’s websites such as high 

targeted keywords, valuable links, emails & traffic sources. 

Some of the area where web scraper techniques are mostly uses 

are: 

 Change detection on website 

 Product Price comparison 

 Weather broadcasting and data monitoring 

 Research analytics 

 Analyze data in graphics 

 Web Indexing & rank checking 

 Advertisement analysis 

 Market Analysis 

IV. WEB SCRAPING TECHNIQUES 
 

A. Classical copy and paste: The human’s manual 

examination and copy and-paste method is the best and the 

workable webscraping technology. But this is an tending to 

implement or cause errors, and tiresome technique when user 

need to analyse and store lots of datasets[1]. 

B. Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Programming: By 

using this technique user can be extract information from static 

and dynamic web pages. Data can be retrieved by posting HTTP 

requests to the remote web server using socket programming . 

C. Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) Parsing: Semi- 

structured data query languages, like XQuery and the Hyper 

Text Query Language (HTQL), can be used to parse HTML 

pages and to retrieve and transform page content [1]. 

D. Document Object Model (DOM)Parsing: By embedding a 

full-fledged web browser, such as the Internet Explorer or the 

Mozilla browser control, programs can retrieve the dynamic 

content generated by client-side scripts. These browser controls 

also parse web pages into a DOM tree, based on which 

programs can retrieve parts of the pages. 

E. Web Scraping Software: Now a days many software tools are 

available, that can be used to customize web-scraping solutions. 

This software may attempt to automatically recognize the data 

structure of a page or provide a recording interface that removes 

the necessity to manually write web- scraping code, or some 

scripting functions that can be used to extract and transform 

content, and database interfaces that can store the scraped data 

in local databases. 

F. Computer vision web-page analysers: There are efforts 

using machine learning and computer vision that attempt to 

identify and extract information from web pages by interpreting 

pages visually as a human being might [1]. 

V. WEB SCRAPING TOOLS 

 

Web Scraping Software are the computerized program that are 

used to make the manual copy paste work automatically .it also 

collect large amount of information from websites like directory 

sites, real estate sites, classified websites and job boards and 

stored on local server. Suppose you want to scrape real estate 

property details of India then you need to appoint few guys to 

copy and paste details from websites to excel by visiting each 

property agent pages. This way it will take days and even 

months to get your property data ready to use. So web scraping 

can automate the manual work programmatically by visiting 

each page and extract data from pages and parsing the html 

pages. There are number of Web Scraping Software that 

available in market that can help you to scrape data from any 

website you want. Following are the list of some scraping tools 

[1]. 

Web scraping software work as, to bot or web crawler access 

the web data directly using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol, or 

through a web browser and extract the precise data from that 

web page. This extracted data is then store into a central local 

database or spreadsheet for later use or analysis. 

Some of the tools are : 
 

5.1 Mozenda: 
 

It is a Business Intelligence Software. It is allows user to extract 

data from documents as the same way user can extract data from 

web page. Also user can be combine data from multiplesourses 

into a single data set. Mozenda currently 
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support documents scraping for several popular formats like 

World, Excel, PDF etc. key features of Mozenda are: industry 

Data Feeds, high-volume weekly data feeds, project building 

and project maintenance. Mozenda will automatically detect 

names and associated values and build robust data sets with 

minimal configuration. Mozenda’s Data Mining Software is 

packed full of useful applications especially for sales people. 

User can do things such as “lead generation, forecasting, 

acquiring information for establishing budgets, competitor 

pricing analysis. This software is a great companion for 

marketing plan & sales plan creating. Using Refine Capture tex 

tool, Mozenda is smart enough to filter the text you want stays 

clean or get the specific text or split them into pieces. 

5.2 Visual Web Ripper : 
 

Visual Web Ripper is one of the most advance web scraping 

software, created by Sequentum group in 2006. It offers more 

functionality which will allows user to scrape data from any 

websites like Business Directories, Simple Web Pages, 

Classified Sites, Forums and e-commerce site like eBay, 

amazon, magento sites. After finishing data scraping task data 

can be exported to structured CSV, Excel, or XML format. 

5.3 Web Content Extractor: 
 

Another Simple and user oriented tool for data scraping is Web 

Content Extractor (WCE) which is developed by Newprosoft. It 

has good wizard that guide user to setup scraper. User can 

scrape data from website with few clicks and WCE is self 

intelligent for putting data into different formats like Excel, text, 

HTML formats, Microsoft Access database, Structured Query 

Language(SQL) Script File, MySQL Script File, Extensible 

Markup Language (XML) file, HTTP submit form and Open 

Database Connectivity (ODBC) Data source. 

5.4 Import.io 
 

Import.io is a web based tool for extracting data from website 

without writing code. If user want a fast result then he/she will 

try for this tool so that he can convert website in short time. For 

extracting data, user enter URL and application automatically 

extract data which user want to need, if user does not interested 

in the automatic extraction, the point and click interface help to 

select data fields on website. As the data extraction is over, the 

extracted dataset is store on Import.io cloud server and ferther 

downloaded in CSV, Excel, JSON format. 

5.5 Scrapy: 
 

An open source and collaborative framework for extracting the 

data you need from websites. Scrappy is designed to scrape web 

content from sites that are composed of many pages of similar 

semantic structure. The system is implemented as a 

Firefox browser extension, and works in three main stages to 

scrape web data. First, a user navigates to a page that he would 

like to scrape and generates a template for the content that he 

would like from that page. Next, the user selects a set of links 

that point to pages matching the content template defined by the 

user. Finally, the user selects an output data format and Scrappy 

crawls the links specified by the user and scrapes content 

corresponding to the user’s template[9].Scrapy written in 

Python and runs on Linux, Windows, and Mac. 

VI. OVERVIEW ON STUDY OF SOME SCRAPING TOOL. 
 

We have a number of tools available for scraping a web data, 

some of them are briefly describe in above section. For a 

experimental analysis of how to perform a scraping using web 

scraping tools, we study two tools. Firstly we study ‘scraper’, a 

web scraping extension available in chrome web store. It is 

easily downloaded and apare in chrome tool bar. Scraper is a 

very simple but limited data mining extension for faciliting 

online extraction of data for researcher in the format of 

spresdsheets. Scrapy gives a result in the form of spreadsheet 

for a website which we select for scraping. Data is in limited 

format I.e. we can not get proper data in spreadsheet. 

After this we study for the free available scraping tool 

‘ParseHub’. It a simply point and click software base on a 

standard API. User have full controle on extraction of data from 

targeted website. It work like a hierarchical base selection of 

data. At the starting of scraping, user simply select the field 

which he/she want to extract, then ParseHub automatically 

guess similar data element from a website. As user select a 

related information which he want to extract al similar element 

are extracted. For selecting a other data elements from a targeted 

website a ‘relative’ search option is available which is subset 

information about previously select element. Likewise user 

extract all information from website. At the time of extraction 

of element from a website, ParseHub provide a URL also. This 

URL is optional field. After successful web scraping data sets 

are saved in a CVS format as shown following. 
 

Figure 5: Data Set after scraping online scraping tool 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

To get automatic information from website, web scraping is 

the most effective and efficient technique. Among all other 

techniques mention in this paper which are used to extract and 
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store data, web scraping is more reliable, fast and automic data 

retrieval system. By using web scraping terminology user can 

easily extract unstructured data on single or multiple websites 

into a structured data automatically. The main aim of this 

technique is to get information from web and aggregate into a 

new dataset. In this paper we are discuss the basic of web 

mining. We also focus on the techniques used for web scraping. 

The last section of the paper promote the overview of different 

software tools available in market for proper web scraping. 
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